
ALPS WINE D.O.O.
http://www.alpswine.net

BILATERAL MEETINGS
Tuesday (09:00 am - 01:30 pm)

Tuesday (14:00 pm - 17:00 pm)

DESCRIPTION Asia Alps Wine is dedicated to promote and supply top
quality wines from the best wine regions of Alps and Europe
to China and Asia. With one of the world's top enologists,
Bojan Kobal, our wine selector, we fully ensure our supply
chain quality and best price-quality ratio. We are successfully
cooperating with many of Europe best wine producers, with
rich history and award winning wines. Asia Alps Wine is group
of companies in Slovenia, Hong Kong and PR China, so we
control complete logistic way from export to import,
warehouse and distribution. In this way we can assure that
wines keep their quality during transportation and assure low
costs of logistics so our customers can enjoy in quality wines
and best prices. Asia Alps wine group is also cultural bridge
between Slovenia and China, bridge between Central
European countries and China, bridge between Europe and
China, with promoting Slovenian, European culture in China,
and promoting Chinese culture in Europe. Asia Alps wine is
always part of the biggest wine events in China. We organize
seminars with the Slovenian top oenologists about the wine
culture and wine producing. Asia Alps Wine is also promoting
Slovenia as country with most beautiful and rare treasures. It
will take you only two hours by car to get from swimming in
the Adriatic sea to skiing in the Alps, from taking a
memorable boat trip on one of our beautiful lakes to visiting
one of 20 magnificent caves, from spending a wonderful time
in one of our health spas and resorts to enjoying traditional
Slovenian culinary. As Slovenia lies geographically in the heart
of Europe, from here it is easy to visit other countries and

http://www.alpswine.net


cities of old Europe.

ORGANIZATION TYPE SMEs

ORGANIZATION SIZE 1-10

FOUNDING YEAR 2012

COUNTRY Slovenia

CITY 3301 Petrovče, Arja vas 19 Google map

AREAS OF ACTIVITIES AGRO-FOOD MANUFACTURING

CREATIVITY, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND LOCAL
TRADITIONAL FOOD

TOURISM

OTHER SECTORS RELEVANT TO THE THEMATIC FOCUS
OF THE EVENT

Business Offer
WINE, SPIRITS, BEVERAGES, FOOD AND TURISM
Asia Alps Wine is dedicated to promote and supply top quality wines from the best wine regions
of Alps and Europe to China and Asia.

With one of the world's top enologists, Bojan Kobal, our wine selector, we fully ensure our
supply chain quality and best price-quality ratio.

We are successfully cooperating with many of Europe best wine producers, with rich history and
award winning wines.

http://euexpo2015-china.talkb2b.net/home/map?city=3301 Petrovče&address=Arja vas 19


Asia Alps Wine is group of companies in Slovenia, Hong Kong and PR China, so we control
complete logistic way from export to import, warehouse and distribution. In this way we can
assure that wines keep their quality during transportation and assure low costs of logistics so
our customers can enjoy in quality wines and best prices.

Asia Alps wine group is also cultural bridge between Slovenia and China, bridge between Central
European countries and China, bridge between Europe and China, with promoting Slovenian,
European culture in China, and promoting Chinese culture in Europe.

Asia Alps wine is always part of the biggest wine events in China. We organize seminars with the
Slovenian top oenologists about the wine culture and wine producing.

Asia Alps Wine is also promoting Slovenia as country with most beautiful and rare treasures. It
will take you only two hours by car to get from swimming in the Adriatic sea to skiing in the Alps,
from taking a memorable boat trip on one of our beautiful lakes to visiting one of 20
magnificent caves, from spending a wonderful time in one of our health spas and resorts to
enjoying traditional Slovenian culinary.
As Slovenia lies geographically in the heart of Europe, from here it is easy to visit other countries
and cities of old Europe.

COOPERATION OFFERED
Outsourcing co-operation1.
Sales / Distribution2.
Other3.

COOPERATION REQUESTED
Sales / Distribution1.
Other2.


